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Dear reader,

Member, friend of CERBA, curious onlooker �

welcome to our summer newsletter.  The

rhythm of our Association matches the busi�

ness cycles of our constituencies: the mid�

year break gives a natural time to pause,

catch our breath, reflect on the past season,

and prepare to re�engage with renewed

energy in September.

Economically and politically 2007 has been a

busy and confident year for Russia on the

domestic and international scenes.  The

largest corporations have continued to devel�

op overseas platforms, through acquisition

and partnership, consolidating positions as

regular members of the "first division" in their

industries.  Meanwhile Russia's political con�

fidence gives those same corporations an

encouraging environment in which to invest

and expand.

Elsewhere in our Eurasia mandate geogra�

phy, the continuing worldwide boom in nat�

ural resources demand is driving economic

growth, enhancing living standards, and sup�

porting political stability. With these come

ever increasing visibility in, and support and

interest from the international business and

political community.

It is gratifying to see the degree to which

Canadian business has recognised the oppor�

tunities.  In many cases they represent a nat�

ural extension of core domestic strengths: in

mining; in energy � across the spectrum from

heavy oil, through nuclear to hydro; in agri�

cultural goods and produce � particularly to

Central Asia; in forestry.  They also leverage

common experience and challenges such as

transportation of goods and people across

rugged environments, and housing and serv�

ing distributed communities.

It is also encouraging to see the increasingly

varied styles of engagement from our com�

panies.  While clearly there is a healthy �

indeed heady � increase in exports of goods

and services from Canada right across the

CERBA markets, more and more of our mem�

bers report that they are looking for partner�

ship opportunities with local hosts � both for

access to domestic markets, but also,

increasingly to address opportunities in third

countries.  "Sell to" is morphing into "Sell with"

and "Sell through".

And that change in approach is not just in one

direction.  Recent months have seen Russian

companies increasingly recognising the

potential benefits of a Canadian platform for

access to the broader North American mar�

ket; whether in the development of gas tran�

sit routes, or the supply of industrial compo�

nents.  The trend looks set to continue.

In sum, therefore, a backcloth of growing

mutual recognition, where initial curiosity

about potential is fast turning into real expe�

rience of doing more business together.

Canadian business leadership is engaging

with its counterparts and recognising the

changes in style and leadership that have

occurred over the past decade.  Those same

partners see, too, increasing value in a confi�

dently autonomous Canadian business com�

munity, buoyed up by a strong economy and

energy independence.

CERBA's role in this process is also changing.

Five years ago we were predominantly mis�

sionary, informing our domestic business

community of the opportunities, and reach�

ing out to our host markets to link them with

our Canadian members.  Over the past year

broad information has developed into much

more specific intelligence; our events have

moved beyond networking platforms to

become deal�making environments; we have

added a depth of knowledge in new geogra�

phies and sectors; and most importantly, we

have brought a key focus on the whole

dimension of partnership.

The Canada�Russia Business Summit that we

held in Ottawa this March was just such a

partnership: with The Russian Union of

Industrialists and Entrepreneurs (RSPP); with

the various arms of the Russian government;

with the Government of Canada.  The combi�

nation of public and private sector partici�

pants in the various working groups and ple�

naries reflected the way in which the busi�

ness�to�business dialogue has grown to

complement the existing inter�governmental

links.  It also highlighted the growing recog�

nition that Canadian and Russian companies

see each other not just as suppliers and cus�

tomers, but as potential allies in global mar�

kets.

In other countries CERBA is also looking to

develop partnerships.  We have initiated a

dialogue with the Kazakhstan Canada

Business Association so as to better help our

members explore opportunities in that mar�

ket, and also in order to offer theirs access to

the information and support of our own

expanding network.  We look forward to

holding joint events with the KCBA in the

near future.

Ukraine is another area of increasing interest

to Canadian companies and we are working

with the Embassy in Kiev to try and provide

support to the businesses that are already on

the ground or are looking to operate there.

Kyrgyzstan, too, is of growing importance,

with CERBA working to establish a Toronto�

based business association to represent our

mutual business interests.

Looking forwards to the new season, we are

being asked to provide increasing input for

the specific sector interests of our members.

Finance is one of these, where the contacts

initiated earlier in the year are developing into

an active dialogue between Canadian and

Russian financial institutions.  Transportation

is another: at the time of writing preparations

are well underway for a major working group

meeting during the Moscow air show in

August.  Mining and forestry are two other

areas where the working relationships are

growing strongly.

Let me finish by reiterating � with strong

thanks � our commitment to engagement

with all our own partners: our members,

RSPP, KCBA, the governments of Canada and

our mandate countries and, most specifically,

their missions and posts in our respective

countries whose ongoing support we value so

much.  And let me wish you all a pleasant and

successful autumn.

Piers Cumberlege

CERBA Chairman
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OTTAWA

On March 26�28, 2007 CERBA held the

Canada Russia Business Summit in Ottawa,

Canada, which featured the 2nd meeting of

the Canada�Russia Business Council (CRBC)

and all of its sectoral committees as well as

the meeting of the Intergovernmental

Economic Commission (IEC). Please read the

full story in this issue.

CERBA held its Annual General meeting in

Ottawa on March 27th 2007. The newly

elected Chairman of CERBA�National Piers

Cumberlege from Straightview thanked for�

mer Chairman Don Whalen for providing

leadership over the past few years to make

CERBA a successful business association with

an extensive and diversified network of

members and partners. The CERBA National

Board 2007 was presented to and welcomed

by the membership. The Board members are:

Piers Cumberlege (Straightview) � Chairman,

Boris Aryev (Stans Energy Corp.), Renee

Chernecki (SAIT), Ron Denom (SNC�Lavalin),

Paul Drager (Macleod Dixon LLP), Sandy

Ferguson, Nathan Hunt (Ronald A.

Chisholm), Don Whalen (High River Gold

Mines), and Neil Withers (Bank

Vozrozhdeniye). The Annual General meet�

ing included a number of agenda items:

reviewing the results of the past year, adopt�

ing the audit results for 2006�2007 fiscal

year. The Strategic Plan for 2007�2010 fiscal

years was approved. The document includes

such crucial aspects as the strategies for

membership, regional and industry expan�

sion, strengthening the membership service

base and program component, raising CERBA

profile internationally both on the public and

private arenas, and undertaking steps to

maintain association's long�term sustainabili�

ty.

TORONTO / MONTREAL

Canada & Russia Talk Natural Resources

With the full support and backing of CERBA

(Canadian Eurasian Business Association)

Russian�based law firm Hellevig, Klein &

Usov, Passport Magazine and Russian

recruitment company Avenir in their promo�

tion of Canadian/Russian business recently

held a two�series breakfast seminar in

Montreal and Toronto to discuss a very hot

topic between the geographically two largest

countries in the world. If these countries have

anything in common, it is definitely natural

resources. As both economies are booming in

view of their association with these sectors of

the economy, it is not coincidence that both

Calgary and Moscow witnessed the strongest

increase in average home prices last year: 80

and 95% respectively. 

The Toronto event was hosted at the

Toronto/Montreal law firm McMillan Binch

Mendelsohn LLP and co�sponsored by urani�

um concern Stans Energy Corporation.  Both

Ms Barbara Hendrickson and Jeffery Snow

from McMillan Binch presented, while Daniel

Klein from Hellevig, Klein & Usov gave an

overview of natural resource trends in Russia. 

The Montreal breakfast seminar which fol�

lowed shortly on the heels of the Toronto

event was held at the Ministere du devel�

oppement economique du Quebec (MDEIE)

office and other presenters included Ron

Denom, President, SNC�Lavalin International

and Glenn Kelly, President, Rabaska

Company among others.

MOSCOW

On May 21�23 CERBA, with the support from

Government of Alberta, Government of

Tatarstan Republic, organized a Republic of

Tatarstan Resource Base Heavy Oil and

Bitumen Seminar. The seminar was held in

the beautiful historic city of Kazan � capital

of Tatarstan Republic, at the VNIIUS Meeting

Hall (All�Russia Research Institute, Oil and

Gas Extraction and Refinement). The topics

on the agenda included oil extraction

methodologies and new technologies,

upgrading and processing of heavy oils &

bitumen, sulphur separation and storage,

and other themes. Speakers and technical

experts, participating in this ground�breaking

event, included Mr. Sabirov, Adviser to the

Prime Minister, Government of Tatarstan

Republic, Mr. Yarulin, General Director,

Tathefthiminvest, Mr. Hisamov, Chief

Geologist, Tatneft, Mr. Muslimov, State

Advisor to the President of the Republic of

Tatarstan, Mr. Lang, Trade Director for

Russia and CIS, Energy Ministry, Government

of Alberta, Mr. Mills, Chairman, Kudu

Industries, Mr. Conway, Senior Banker for

Natural Resources, European Bank for

Reconstruction & Development (EBRD), Mr.

Lever, Export Development Corporation

(EDC), Ms. Skoblikova, Geologist, Suncor

Energy Inc, Ms. Huerta, Alberta Research

Council, and other representatives of govern�

mental structures and companies related to

the oil and gas extraction and refinement

from Canada, Russia, and the Republic of

Tatarstan. The seminar proved to be highly

productive in terms of experience exchange

and exploring the potential for Canada �

Tatarstan cooperation in the field of oil and

bitumen extraction and refinement. Notably,

a number of business ties between Canadian

and Tatar governmental authorities and com�

panies developed through collaboration dur�

ing the Seminar and are growing stronger.

CERBA plans to hold similar events in other

regions of Russia and CIS countries over the

year and hopes that such efforts will be most

productive in terms of building strong busi�

ness relationships between Canadian and

Russian/Eurasian companies.
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On June 3, 2007, Canada Eurasia Russia

Business Association held its 10th Annual

Lobsterfest. The Lobsterfest has traditionally

been both a tremendous business network�

ing opportunity and, equally important, a key

social event for the Canadian expatriate com�

munity in Moscow. 

This time, the event was held on the premis�

es of Le Meridien Moscow Country Club,

allowing the guests to enjoy beautiful sur�

roundings on the beach of the artificial lake,

and creating an almost perfect illusion of

being in Russia's provincial countryside.

Beautiful view, cheery and friendly atmos�

phere, wonderful music, and giant juicy bar�

becued lobsters delivered specially from

Canada for the occasion, all contributed to

the success of the event. The event featured

another traditional part � Raffle Lottery, with

Grand Prize being a vacation at top�level

hotels in Canada � Banff and Lake Louise,

courtesy of the new CERBA partner �

Fairmont Hotels. As usual, the event was

attended by close to one�hundred partici�

pants, including Russian friends of Canada as

well as Canadian expats. CERBA would like to

thank  

for its sponsorship, which made the event

possible. CERBA also would like to express its

gratitude to Le Meridien Moscow Country

Club, and especially its Chef, Pascal Didier,

for the exceptional quality of the food and

service provided to CERBA during the event.

We are also grateful to Holiday Production,

particularly to the Jazzy House band, for their

lovely performance. Sincere appreciation to

all those who donated prizes for the lottery

and to all the quests. We hope for your con�

tinued support of CERBA activities, and are

always happy to see you at our events! 

Official launch of EDC (Export Development

Canada) representation in Moscow and visit

of EDC President and CEO Eric Siegel   were

marked with a seminar and lunch event held

by EDC at Swissotel on May 29, 2007. The

event was targeting approximately 50 � 75

individuals representing a cross sector of

Canadian and Russian companies in the mar�

ket, including existing EDC customers and

banks, and aimed at introducing EDC and its

services to Russian companies and banks and

establish EDC presence at the Russian mar�

ket. The event exceeded expectations on a

number of levels, most notably due to atten�

dance and quality of interaction during semi�

nar. 

Partnership with CERBA (Moscow chapter)

was crucial to getting the excellent atten�

dance; thus, capacity was expanded 2x. The

panel�style presentations worked very well in

that the perspectives of the Canada�Eurasia�

Russia Business Association, EDC (Eric Siegel

and Rod Lever, EDC Chief Representative in

Russia and CIS, respectively gave high�level

and operational overview) and Anton Zur of

Russian Uralsib Bank complemented the EDC

presentations very nicely and allowed the

group to explain how financing structures

can be put together for the customer's bene�

fit. The presentation elicited many questions

from the audience and EDC engaged on a

number of trade�finance related questions

that helped to flesh out important issues and

was, therefore, more constructive for the

participants. The very targeted technical

seminar was highly appreciated by represen�

tatives of Russian companies and banks, who

had an opportunity to learn more on EDC

services and learn that with the opening of a

representation in Moscow it is much easier to

contact EDC from now on.

The 9th Moscow International Oil & Gas

Exhibition (MIOGE 2007) took place in the

Moscow's Expocentre on June 26�29, 2007.

Canada had a 200 sq.m. Pavilion featuring

several key companies representing the

industry as well as the Government of

Alberta. Please read the event report in this

issue.

On July 10, 2007, CERBA organized a Farewell

Party for John Kur, Minister�Counsellor

(Commercial), Jacob Kunzer � Commercial

Counsellor, and Fred Boyce � Counsellor

Agriculture. These Canadian diplomats are

finishing their terms of service at the

Canadian Embassy in Moscow this summer.

CERBA would like to express its most sincere

appreciation of their dedicated help and sup�

port of association's activities, and their

invaluable contribution to the development

of Canada�Russia business and diplomatic

relations. CERBA wishes John, Jacob and Fred

every success in their future endeavors and

hopes to see them in Moscow again from

time to time!
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Summer is finally here, and with it the busy

travel season.  With children out of school

and arrival of the fine weather both here and

in North America, many are packing their

bags for a trip to Canada to visit friends and

relatives, or just spend time at one of our

world�famous resorts, or a cottage by a lake.

But not all of our visitors are coming to

Canada for a well�deserved vacation.  Long

gone are the days when businesses would

rein back on their operations for the long

days of July and August.  The expression "if

you snooze you lose" has never had greater

currency in today's fast�paced market, and in

the Visa Section of the Embassy, we are see�

ing a growing trend towards a high season

for business traveller which is fast becoming

an all�season phenomenon.

Demand for Canadian visitor visas � the offi�

cial term is Temporary Resident Visas � from

all applicants has never been greater.  Our

statistics show us that the number of appli�

cants processed in the months of March,

April and May 2007, is over 11% higher than

during the corresponding period in 2006.

And an increasing number of these appli�

cants are business�related.  With the trend

over the past few years pointing ever

upwards, and with the physical limits on our

capacity to squeeze people into our waiting

room, we have decided to take steps to

improve the way in which travellers submit

their applications for visas.

Beginning in April, we are now offering

applicants the option of applying through

one of our "Service Providers" rather than

having to come to the Embassy in person to

apply.  We have two Service Providers, the

International Organisation for Migration

(IOM) � which has offices in Moscow,

Almaty, Yerevan, Bishkek and Dushanbe �

and Pony Express � which has offices in over

100 locations across Russia, as well as

Kazakhstan.  You can read more about this

new service by visiting our web site at

http://www.dfait�maeci.gc.ca/canada�

europa/russia/

In brief, the Service Providers will take in

applications at any one of their points of

service, and deliver the passport and visas

back to the traveller in the same place.

Applicants in Vladivostok, for example, will

no longer have to cover eight time zones to

come to Moscow and line up at the Embassy

to submit their applications.  The Service

Providers charge a fee for this service, but

measured against the cost of time and

money involved in travelling to Moscow � or

even across town given the by now infamous

Moscow traffic, this new arrangement pro�

vides an attractive option.

In fact, to date, over 95% of our clients are

now applying through the Service Provider

network.  Please note that the Service

Providers are not acting as applicants' repre�

sentatives � representatives are, however,

free to make use of the Service Providers' for

delivery and pick up of applications, if they so

wish   We do maintain a service at the count�

er for those who wish to apply in person, but

due to constraints on our resources, this serv�

ice is by appointment.  As well, we do not

give expedited service to applications submit�

ted in person.  Accordingly, there is no

advantage in terms of processing time asso�

ciated with this option.

Other significant changes include a require�

ment that applications now be completed in

either French or English, as this facilitates our

staff in processing larger numbers of files.

As well, we no longer accept cash payments

for our processing fees.  All payments must

be either through one of the Service

Providers, or by a certified cheque or money

order issued by a Canadian bank to the

Receiver General of Canada. Certified

cheques, money orders or bank drafts must

be presented for payment within six months

of issue date. Older certified instruments will

be returned.

A word about processing times.  In the busi�

ness world, time is money, and that being the

case, we strongly encourage CERBA mem�

bers to follow the advice on our web site, to

apply as early as possible for visas � as early as

six weeks ahead of time if possible � in order

to avoid having to re�schedule meetings or

change your travel plans.  At our web site, we

advise travellers that our minimum process�

ing time is fifteen working days.

This is a minimum and not a maximum time

frame, and does not constitute a guarantee

of service within any specific time period and

should not be interpreted as such.  Processing

can in many cases exceed fifteen working

days.  We often hear that other Embassies

produce visas within a shorter processing

period, but in our experience, often these

comparisons do not count the period

between the time an applicant contacts a call

centre, before an actual interview date is

established.  When this period is counted, our
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A young Team Canada skated off with the

country's 24th world title and its third in five

years following an exhilarating two�week

International Ice Hockey Federation World

Championships in Russia in April�May. 

The championships took place in Russia for

the first time in over 20 years and were held

in Mytischi, outside Moscow, and at the pur�

pose�built Khodynka Arena in the capital.

Despite losing several key players such as Art

Ross Trophy winner Sidney Crosby to injury

and All�Star goaltender Martin Brodeur to the

Stanley Cup play�offs, GM Steve Yzerman

was still able to field a side including Stanley

Cup winners Mike Commodore, Eric Staal,

and Cam Ward. However, the team was still

one of the youngest ever fielded by the

Canadians at the event and arrived in

Moscow as relative underdogs.

The team confounded its critics by posting a

perfect record throughout the tournament,

beating a resilient Finnish team 4�2 in the

final to claim the gold. Tournament MVP Rick

Nash found the net twice in the gold medal

game, including a stunning individual effort

in which he scored on the backhand with a

Finnish defender draped across his back to

put the game safe with 1:06 left in regulation.

Team Canada made the final after its puck

pressure and granite defence allowed them

to race into early leads in each of its knock�

out round games, where they beat

Switzerland 5�1 in the quarters and defending

champion Sweden 4�1 in the semis. Calgary

centre Matt Lombardi led the team in scoring

with six goals and six assists throughout the

tournament.

Canada was denied the chance of a dream

final against the hosts when a goaltending

howler by Alexander Eremenko in overtime

cost the free�scoring and hotly fancied

Russians their semi�final against Finland. It

was a rare and costly mistake by Eremenko,

who otherwise seemed to have solved

Russia's perennial goaltending issues by

boasting the tournament's best GAA (0.98)

and save percentage (.957).

Russia did manage to pick up the bronze by

beating Sweden 3�1 in the third place play�

off, making sure the home fans had some�

thing to cheer. Russia's free�flowing style

was also recognised by the IIHF, with individ�

ual awards going to Andrei Makarov for best

defenseman and Alexei Morozov for best

forward. Centre Evgeni Malkin joined them

and Nash on the media's All�Star team.

Team Canada will now mark the centenary of

the IIHF next year by defending its title on

home ice in Halifax and Quebec City.

Over 330,000 fans attended the tourna�

ment's 56 games. President Vladimir Putin

heralded the construction of the impressive

Khodynka Arena and the smooth organisa�

tion and holding of the championships during

his presentation of Russia's Olympic bid in

Guatemala. The championships give every

reason to believe that when Vancouver pass�

es the Olympic flame to Sochi in 2010, it will

be handing it over to a country more than

capable of putting on successful and enter�

taining major international sporting events.
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gold in Moscow
Young Canadians bring home first world title since 2004

by Leon Addie

processing times are not that different, and

in many cases, are in fact shorter. And while

we are on the subject of comparing visas, we

should point out that the date by which a

traveller may present themselves at a

Canadian Port of Entry stated on the single

entry visas that we issue is usually five or six

months after issuance. At the Port of Entry,

travellers are normally granted status in

Canada for six months.  If during these six

months, the traveller goes to and returns

from the continental United States, no new

visa is required, as the person is still in status.

We appreciate that business travellers lead

very busy lives, and that for many CERBA

members, having your passport tied up in the

Embassy for weeks at a time is not an option.

For this reason, we have established a proce�

dure with our Service Providers, whereby

applicants can submit their applications with

a complete photocopy of their passports (all

pages), in place of the original. The original

passport, can be sent to the Embassy by the

Service Provider at a later date closer to the

end of the processing period once the appli�

cation is about to be finalized.  There is a

small fee for this extra service to cover the

cost of photocopying and separate courier

delivery.

We in the Embassy appreciate all that CERBA

and its members do for Canada in strength�

ening our country's economic relationship

with Russia and the other countries of this

region.  In this regard, visa officers give due

consideration to the letters of recommenda�

tion that CERBA issues to its members and

associates in support of visa applications, and

we encourage CERBA to continue offering

this service.

On a final note, we should mention that we

now have a new Client Service Officer, who

can be reached by electronic mail at the

addresses given at this address: mosco.visi�

tor@international.gc.ca  If you have any con�

cerns about your own visa applications,

please do not hesitate to contact us by e�

mail.  Just to avoid any confusion, our Client

Service Officer will only respond to you about

your own application.  Canada's Privacy Act

restricts her from releasing personal informa�

tion about other applicants without prior

authorisation.  If you require information on

another person's application, it's always easi�

er to have the applicants themselves, or their

authorised representative contact us.  They

can then pass along any information they

may wish to share with you.

On that note, on behalf of the Embassy and

the Visa Section, allow me to wish all CERBA

members a happy and prosperous summer,

and for those travelling to Canada, a safe

journey.

Paul Whelan Minister�Counsellor/Ministre�

conseiller (Immigration) 

Embassy of Canada/Ambassade du Canada

Moscow / Moscou
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The 2007 Canada�Russia Business Summit (CRBS) took place in

Ottawa on March 26�28 under the theme "Partners, Progress and

Prospects." The Summit was held in a new format and included the bi�

lateral meetings of business community at the Canada�Russia

Business Council (CRBC) and convention of the government officials

at the Sixth Session of the Canada�Russia Intergovernmental

Economic Commission (IEC).

The first part of

the event was

focused on pro�

moting the busi�

ness�to�business

dialogue through a

meeting of the

C a n a d a � R u s s i a

Business Council

jointly co�chaired

by CERBA and

Russian Union of

Industrialists and

E n t r e p r e n e u r s

(RSPP). Mr. Don Whalen of CERBA and Mr. Alexander Shokhin of

RSPP co�chaired the business meeting.

The CRBC was created in 2005 by the Canada Eurasia Russia Business

Council (CERBA) and the Russian Union of Industrialists and

Entrepreneurs (RSPP) and held its first plenary session in October

2005 in Moscow. CRBC is committed to building, strengthening and

promoting long�term cooperation between business entities in

Canada and the Russian Federation. Since CRBC was established as a

platform for business collaboration between Canada and Russia in a

number of key sectors, the sectoral committees were formed to

advance the agenda, meet regularly between the summits and hold

discussions in their respective focus areas. The four original commit�

tees were: Energy, Mining & Metallurgy, Transportation & Aerospace,

and IT and Telecommunications, which are co�chaired by both

Canadian and Russian companies. Two new committees were

launched at the Summit: Agri�Business and Finance committees.

The work of the CRBC at the Summit was effectively carried out by

concurrent committee meetings with the participation of Canadian

and Russian industry leaders, each focusing on an individual sector of

the bilateral trade and investment relationship. 

The trade relations between Canada and Russia are growing rather

dynamically and quickly becoming very diversified. Two�way trade

between Canada and Russia exceeded $2.25 billion in 2006, and

Canadian exports to Russia increased 54 percent to $870 million. One

of the central themes for discussion was the need to raise the profile

of Canadian business in Russia and vice versa. Raising awareness of

the opportunities available in both countries in various sectors of the

economy is the first step towards bringing the bi�lateral commercial

relations to a new level. Both countries have unique experiences, tech�

nologies and expertise to share and capitalize upon while exploring

the great opportunities available in Russia and Canada.

In addition to facilitating the business�to�business contacts, a key

objective of the CRBC and its committees is to bring issues of concern

to the attention of the respective governments. Hence, the second

part included a high�level session of the Canada�Russia

Intergovernmental Economic Commission (IEC) co�chaired by

Canadian Minister of International Trade David Emerson and Russian

Minister Alexey Gordeyev. For the first time the session of the IEC was

held in conjunction with the business meeting. Such joint session of

business and government executives was organized in order to pro�

vide a further opportunity for companies and officials to discuss spe�

cific issues. The following IEC committees convened during the

Summit and reported to the Co�Chairs at the IEC plenary session:

Agriculture and Agri�food, Constructions and Housing, Energy,

Mining, IT & Telecom, Transportation and Aerospace, and Arctic and

North committees.

From left: Georgy Mamedov, Ambassador of the Russian Federation

to Canada; Valery Yazev, Chairman of Committee for Energy,

Transport and Communication, State Duma (Parliament) of Russia;

Vladislav Tretiak; Minister Emerson; Alexander Shokhin, RSPP

President; Don Whalen, Chairman of the Canada Eurasia Russia

Business Association.

The combined meetings under the title Canada�Russia Business

Summit provided an opportunity for business communities from both

countries to discuss ways to boost bilateral commercial relations.

Participants in the meetings included senior government officials and

leading representatives of both countries' business communities.

Vladislav Tretiak, Russian Chair of the Canada�Russia Parliamentary

Friendship Group, State Russian Duma Deputy and renowned hockey

player, was a key participant in the Canada�Russia Business Summit. 

Media representatives were invited to the opening remarks of the IEC
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meeting by IEC Co�Chairs Ministers Emerson and Gordeyev. The

Ministers also held a pres�conference following the IEC meeting. They

reviewed the state of bilateral trade and investment and expressed

satisfaction that in 2006 bilateral trade had increased significantly,

reaffirming their view that the IEC plays an important role in promot�

ing diverse and long�term economic relations between the two coun�

tries. The Co�Chairs stated with appreciation that Russia has signifi�

cantly advanced towards accession to the World Trade Organization.

Russia's full membership in the WTO would be an important factor in

the liberalization of global trade and would stimulate the expansion

of bilateral Canada�Russia economic cooperation, and both sides

advocated the soonest possible accession of Russia to this organiza�

tion.

Minister Emerson and Mr. Alexey Gordeyev speak at the Press

Conference.

Back row, left to right:
Alexander Shokhin, RSPP
President; Georgy
Mamedov, Ambassador
of the Russian Federation
to Canada; Ralph
Lysyshyn, Canada's
Ambassador to Russia;
Vladislav Tretiak; Mr.
Royal Galipeau, Member
of Parliament for Ottawa�
Orleans; Senator Paul
Massicotte; Don Whalen,
Chairman of the Canada

Eurasia Russia Business Association.

Ministers also noted that useful discussions had taken place at the

Business Summit on several matters, including trade in liquefied nat�

ural gas (LNG), as well as cooperation in nuclear energy development

and hydro electrical generation.  They also agreed to renew consulta�

tions to reconcile discrepancies between bilateral trade data generat�

ed by the national statistical bodies of Russia and Canada. The Co�

Chairs were pleased to note the increasing level of cooperation

between Canadian provinces and Russian regions in various sectors of

the economy. Importantly, the Ministers urged continued joint efforts

to improve and simplify bilateral visa procedures in support of mutu�

al visits of Canadian and Russia business people. Minister Emerson

and Mr. Alexey Gordeyev also signed the Joint Statement. 

Front row, left to right: Dmitry Bystrov, acting Senior Trade Commissioner
from the Trade Representation of the Russian Federation in Ottawa; Alexey
Gordeyev, Minister of Agriculture of the Russian Federation; Minister David L.
Emerson, Minister of International Trade; Michael Reshitnyk, Senior Trade
Commissioner, European Relations.
Back row, left to right: Alexander Shokhin, RSPP President; Georgy
Mamedov, Ambassador of the Russian Federation to Canada; Ralph Lysyshyn,
Canada's Ambassador to Russia;
Vladislav Tretiak; Mr. Royal Galipeau,
Member of Parliament for Ottawa�

Orleans; Senator Paul Massicotte.

CERBA would like to thank all

those who helped in making the

Summit a great success. Canadian

Department of Foreign Affairs and

Trade (DFAIT) provided considerable organizational assistance during

the preparatory phase. Summit Platinum Sponsors who provided most

generous support of the event included Bombardier, EDC, Gaz�

Metro, Kinross, Petro�Canada, Rabaska, and Ronald A. Chisholm. We

are also very grateful to our Gold Sponsors: Gowling Lafleur and

International Science and Technology Center (ISTC) as well as Silver

Sponsors � Ferguson Simek Clark (FSC) and YYZ Travel.

The Right Honorable His Excellency 
Stephen Harper Vladimir Putin
Prime Minister of Canada President of the Russian 

Federation 

Dear Prime Minister Harper and President Putin!

On behalf of the Canadian and Russian member companies of the
Canada�Russia Business Council (CRBC) we thank you for your atten�
tion and support in strengthening the direct dialogue of business
communities of the two countries and to inform you about the results
of the second meeting of the CRBC.
The meeting was dated for the VI session of the Canadian�Russian
Intergovernmental Economic Commission (IEC) that convened in
accordance with your understanding in Saint�Petersburg last year.
The work of the two bodies was combined into the first Canadian�
Russian Business Summit, which was held in Ottawa on March 26�27,
2007.
The participants of the Summit decided to continue the practice of
arranging combined meetings of the CRBC and IEC and supported the
proposal of the Canadian side to name these events as "Business
Summits" in the future. We are convinced that the development of
economic dialogue in the "business circles � governments" format will
contribute to expansion of multifaceted and long�term cooperation
of our countries. Our strategic priority here is the development of
partnership in the spheres of energy, hi�tech and transport. The areas
of agriculture, construction and housing, natural resources will also
have significant importance.
Particularly, the Canadian and Russian companies are working on the
promising projects such as delivery of the Russian liquefied natural
gas to North America, more tight cooperation in producing of nuclear
fuel and uranium ore, arranging for transcontinental sea and air tran�
sit routes, establishing of joint civil aircraft, car and new rolling�stock
manufacturing in Russia, application of newest technologies to min�
ing operations, breeding of highly productive cattle, partnership in
the housing sphere and its financing. 
The number of Business Council members increased from both sides �
so it was decided to add to its structure the working groups on coop�
eration in agroindustrial and banking spheres.
The questions of creating the necessary conditions for increasing of
mutual trade and investments, identifying issues that might limit
bilateral commercial relations were in the center of attention at the
Forum. The Canadian and Russian member companies of CRBC are
intended to support the efforts of two countries, aimed at improve�
ment of the legislation of bilateral cooperation and improvement of
national legislation that regulates business and investment activities �
to provide its predictability and transparency.
The necessity to improve and simplify bilateral visa procedures in sup�
port of mutual visits of Russian and Canadian business persons, fur�
ther mutual decrease of investment cooperation barriers were espe�
cially underlined by both sides.
Sincerely, 
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Chairman of the Canada Eurasia Russia
Business Association, 
Co�Chair of the Canada�Russia Business
Council Alexander Shokhin

President of the Russian Union of
Industrialists and Entrepreneurs, 

Co�Chair of the Canada�Russia Business
Council
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The 9th Moscow International Oil&Gas Exhibition (MIOGE) and 5th

Russian Petroleum & Gas Congress took place on June 26�29, 2007 at

the Expocentre in Moscow, Russia. 

The event featured 900 exhibitors from 40 countries and 28,000

trade visitors, which were situated on the Expocentre grounds of

23,500 sq.m net in 4 pavilions. The exhibition covered all main areas

of the oil & gas industry: exploration and production, onshore and

offshore, equipment and engineering, services and training. The new

special themed sections included Geophysics and Geology;

Transportation & Pipelines; Environment & Safety; Refining &

Petrochemicals; Oilcareerfair.

CERBA became a contractor with ITE to assist in organizing a Canada

National Pavilion at MIOGE 2007.

Alberta Economic Development (AED) provided strong support and

generous sponsorship for the event. Also, the Department of Foreign

Affairs and International Trade (Embassy of Canada in Russia) spon�

sored the event. Their assistance and support was crucial to the suc�

cess of this event. 

Canadian national pavilion was elegantly designed and built by

Derrick Exhibits and Expolink. In fact, the Canadian National Pavilion

received an award for the best stand design during the MIOGE Gala

Reception along with such companies as Gazprom, Weatherford, and

Shell.
Graham Lyon, Vice�President, Business Development of Petro�Canada
(left) speaking to Valery Yazev, Chairman of Committee for Energy,

Transport and Communication, State Duma (Parliament) of Russia during

MIOGE 2007.

The Canadian booth participants included: Petro�Canada, CCI

Thermal Technologies Inc., Farr Canada, Flint Eurasia Ltd., Kudu

Industries Inc., Pioneer Petrotech Services Inc., Sprung, Maloney

Industries, Enersul Limited Partnership, Net � Safety, Golder

Associates Ltd., and Toromont Energy Systems.

CERBA would like to thank all the MIOGE 2007 participants for their

contribution and we'll be happy to organize an even larger Canadian

representation at the next show. If your company works in the oil and

gas sector, please consider the strong benefits of being part of the

Moscow International Oil and Gas Exhibit (MIOGE) in the future!

MIOGE Report from ITE:

National Pavilions at

MIOGE 2007 represented

Canada, China, Finland,

France, Germany, Italy,

Netherlands, Norway,

and UK.

Among MIOGE 2007

exhibitors were:

Gazprom, Lukoil, TNK�BP,

Rosneft, Transneft,

Surgutneftegaz, Tatneft,

Stroytrangas, Shell,

CNPC, Statoil, Total, ENI, Petro�Canada,

PDVSA, JOGMEC, Gaz de France, Weatherford, Baker Hughes, GE,

Cameron, National Oilwell Varco, Honeywell, Caterpillar, Smith,

Technip, ABB, Integra, TMK, Cheliabinsk Pipe Plant, Rinko�Alliance,

Alnas, FMC, Tyco, MAN, Thales, Roxar, I/O, Sercel, PGS, Emerson,

Yokogawa and many others. For a full list of exhibitors please refer to

www.mioge.com 

MIOGE 2007 and Russian Petroleum & Gas Congress were sponsored

by 40 companies. General sponsor � INTEGRA. Among other spon�

sors: Chevron, Petronas, Statoil, Hydro, Gazrpomneft,

Stroytransgas,Tatneft, ABB, Dupont, BKE, Expro Group, Anson,

Bentec, BT, TMK, Converteam, PG&P etc.
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Gowlings has been filing, enforcing and com�

mercializing intellectual property in Canada

for more than a century. Today, Gowlings is

synonymous with IP in Canada, recognized

around the world for its leadership in trade

mark, patent and copyright law and IP litiga�

tion. 

In keeping with its reputation in Canada,

Gowlings Moscow has become an estab�

lished and respected name in IP, protecting

international businesses in Russia and the CIS

since opening its doors in 1992. Our Moscow

office is home to one of the largest IP prac�

tices in Russia. Working with a network of

agents throughout the CIS and Baltic states,

we are a one�stop�shop for IP management

in the region.

Russia is an attractive destination for foreign

investors. Hundreds of international busi�

nesses have begun to expand their commer�

cial operations within Russia's borders to take

advantage of the country's growing economy

and population of over 140 million. And while

frequent government restructuring and a

maturing legal system pose distinct chal�

lenges, many foreign investors find that

Russia's market potential makes the effort of

doing business there worthwhile. 

Gowlings is committed to helping clients nav�

igate the obstacles, manage the risks and

make the most of opportunities afforded by

the new Russian economy.

We provide internationally acclaimed counsel

and representation on matters relating to

trade mark, patent and copyright law and lit�

igation. We can help you file, enforce and

commercialize your intellectual property and

mitigate the risk of doing business in Russia.

Our services include:

o Trade mark, copyright and patent protec�

tion;

o Domain name registration;

o Anti�counterfeiting, piracy and infringe�

ment protection; and

o Licensing and assigning of intellectual

property.

o Acquisitions and joint ventures;

o Corporate structuring and maintenance;

o Corporate and commercial transactions;

o Distribution and franchising; and

o Technology transfer and licensing

Whether you are establishing a business or

are currently engaged in commercial opera�

tions in Russia, call Gowlings. We can help

you realize your business

objectives with practical advice and market

leading expertise.

About Gowlings

Gowlings is a leading Canadian law firm

offering a diverse range of services to help

domestic and international organizations

achieve their business objectives.  Recognized

for excellence in business, advocacy and

intellectual property law, Gowlings provides

dedicated industry expertise in a number of

sectors including energy, infrastructure, life

sciences, financial services, technology and

manufacturing.  The Firm combines tradition�

al legal services with innovative solutions in

areas such as transfer pricing and tax, gov�

ernment relations and occupational health

and safety, to provide business entities with a

competitive advantage.  Characterized by

national strength and regional focus,

Gowlings has 700 professionals across

offices in Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,

Hamilton, Waterloo Region, Calgary and

Vancouver.  The Firm also provides intellectu�

al property services in Russia and the CIS

through its office in Moscow.  Visit us at

gowlings.com.
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Gowlings�Your IP Advisors
in Canada and Russia

Opening Ceremony:

MIOGE Exhibition opened at 11am on June

26th in the Expocentre on Krasnaya Presnya.

The following officials were present at the

opening:

* Valery Yazev, Chairman, Committee for

Energy, Transport and Communication, State

Duma (Parliament) of Russia

* Vasiliy Tarasiuk, Deputy Chairman,

Committee on Natural Resources and

Management, State Duma of Russia

* Gennady Shmal, President of the Oil & Gas

Industrialists Union

* Alexander Romanikhin, President of Oil &

Gas Equipment Manufacturers Union

* Anatoly Dmitrievskiy, Academician,

Director, Institute of Oil and Gas Problems,

Russian Academy of Sciences

* Felix Liubashevsky, President, INTEGRA

(General Sponsor of MIOGE 2007)

* Alexander Shtalenkov, General Director,

ITE LLC Moscow

The Opening ceremony was followed by a

VIP tour around exhibition pavilions.

MIOGE 2007 had an extensive 4�day pro�

gram, which included over 20 technical

seminars as well as various presentations,

workshops, receptions, entertainment and

other activities.

MIOGE was covered by over 70 media. Both

general and industry press representatives

attended the press�conference as well as the

exhibition and the congress. The Media

Village featured stands of over 30 industry

publications, including Oil & Gas Journal,

Upstream, Argus, Pipeline, Neftegaz,

ROGTEC, Oil & Capital, Oil & Gas Vertical, Oil

& Gas Eurasia and many others. MIOGE 2007

Gala Reception was held in the Grand

Marriott Hotel on the 26th June. Over 1200

guests attended this reception.

The Russian Petroleum and Gas Congress

held alongside the exhibition was a great

success. 700 delegates representing senior

management of Russian and international

companies attended this event. Over 50 pre�

sentations were made during three days of

thecongress.

Social events included Luncheon, Cocktail

Reception and a Gala Dinner.

Most of the participants had a very success�

ful show and are already committing them�

selves to participating in MIOGE 2009. We

also look forward to seeing you at the

Russian Petroleum & Gas Congress next year

(June 24�26, 2008), alongside Neftegaz

2008 exhibition in Moscow.

According to the results of the exhibitors'

and visitors' questionnaires during MIOGE

2007, 24% rated the amount and the quality

of visitors at MIOGE 2007 as excellent and

65% stated it was good. Also, over 72 per�

cent of participants plan to take part in the

next MIOGE show.
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CERBA International Mining

Conference

Toronto, March 7, 2007

It is now more than a decade since the break�

up of the former Soviet Union, which has

resulted in the privatization of the minerals

and metals industries in the new Russia.  This

period, from Perestroika until today, has

been a time of great change in these indus�

tries.

During this same period of some fifteen

years, our company, Hatch, has also seen

great changes in its structure.  Fifteen years

ago, we were a relatively small engineering

and consulting company of less than 1,000

people.  Today, by a combination of acquisi�

tion and growth, we now have more than

7,000 employees and operate on a world�

wide basis.  We have in excess of $20 billion

of capital projects under our direction, pre�

dominantly in the minerals and metals sec�

tors.

Hatch has been busy in Russia during this

period of privatization of Russian industries.

We have worked closely with major resource

companies, mainly in the iron and steel

industry, but also within non�ferrous and

non�metallic production companies.  The

main Hatch thrust has been in the provision

of consulting services in strategic planning,

turnaround strategies, international market

studies and operational assessments.  More

recently, we have been actively working with

major Russian resource companies to exam�

ine opportunities for off�shore acquisitions

on several continents.

Hatch's global penetration into a variety of

industries in the Metals, Energy and

Infrastructure sectors provides us with a

thorough knowledge of operations and capi�

tal projects across the international industrial

field.  Our company is thus well equipped to

examine the impact of privatization on the

development of new projects by Russian�

based owners and producers.

The acronym EPC is a North American inven�

tion describing engineering, procurement

and construction services.  The related

acronym EPCM involves construction man�

agement rather than straight construction.

Hatch is one of several major international

EPCM service providers operating on a global

basis.  By comparison, there are few if any

local EPCM service providers in the Russian

service industries; the situation is similar for

EPC contractors.  In a typical Russian project,

one or more Design Institutes will perform

the engineering component only.  The owner

will in general assume responsibility for

equipment procurement and construction

management.  There appears to be rather less

emphasis in Russian minerals projects on

computerized scheduling, cost control and

related project management and control

activities.  Construction is typically by direct

hire by the owner or by utilizing local con�

struction contractors.

We are all familiar with (former) Russian

Design Institutes which, for many years, have

provided a range of research, engineering,

project development and construction servic�

es to the Soviet (now Russian and surround�

ing countries) resource industries.  Many of

these institutes have the potential to develop

into EPCM providers, but there seems to have

been little pressure from the Russian resource

industries for the Design Institutes to broad�

en their product range and to participate in a

wider range of project development activi�

ties.  In the absence of this pressure, many of

the Design Institutes are reluctant to venture

into unfamiliar fields.  

There is no question that the owners of the

newly privatized resource companies have

recognized the need to improve upon the old

Soviet methods of project execution.  It is

tempting for a visitor from a different culture

to question why Russia does not adopt the

EPC/EPCM method for project execution.

The answer is simple.  Russia is not Canada,

nor is it a Western European country. 

In the first place, many of the Russian

resource companies are privately owned

whereas resource companies in, say, North

America, are public companies.  Private own�

ership typically requires a more hands�on

approach to capital projects than is common

in a true EPCM contract.  Secondly, Russian

Design Institutes, as mentioned above, are

generally not equipped to provide total EPCM

services.

This shortcoming has been addressed by sev�

eral of the major resource companies such as

Norilsk, RusAl, Polymetal and, more recently,

Peter Hambro, by purchasing Design

Institutes with the intention of converting

them into in�house engineering and project

management companies.

This strategy is probably an essential compo�

nent of an evolutionary process to provide

adequate engineering services to privately�

owned Russian resource companies.  It is cer�

tainly an approach which was adopted in

countries such as USA, Canada and Australia

several decades ago.  In these countries, min�

ing giants such as Noranda, Falconbridge and

INCO (Canada) Kennecott (USA) and CRA

(Australia) all controlled their own substan�

tial engineering groups during the middle

part of the 20th century.  Some, in fact,

offered engineering services to the industry

at large.  These were sound strategies when

the major mining companies were constantly

developing new projects and when the later

generation of independent EPC/EPCM con�

tractors had not yet emerged.

During times of economic downturn, howev�

er, the large overhead operating costs

incurred by Western  mining companies to

maintain in�house engineering capability

with no projects to develop were unsustain�

able.  Generally, the mine�owned engineer�

ing companies were either disbanded or sold

off.  (As a matter of interest, Hatch has com�

pleted several successful purchases of engi�

neering groups owned by resource compa�

nies including Stelco of Canada and BHP in

Australia.)

There is another approach to the develop�

ment of Russian minerals projects which
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involves the use of foreign equipment suppliers to assemble equip�

ment packages supported by installation engineering designs.  Either

the foreign supplier or the owner may supervise and coordinate the

installation of the equipment.  The detailed design and wrap�around

construction would then be carried out by Russian and other Former

Soviet Union groups.  This is an approach which is popular in both the

Russian and overseas ferrous and non�ferrous industries, utilizing the

services of European or or Asian suppliers.  In this case, balance of

plant design is by a local design institute, such as a regional Gipromez,

and construction management is typically supplied by the Owner.

In the case of mining projects, China is becoming fiercely competitive

in the supply of process equipment in the form of supply contracts.

Quality, compared to Russian or European equipment, is variable.

This supply contract approach is at least superficially attractive com�

pared to EPCM/EPC contracting.  However, it may prove to be

extremely expensive to control the cost and profit built into the equip�

ment supply package, given the renowned sophistication of interna�

tional equipment suppliers.  The owner is not able to influence the

quality of the supplied equipment to the same extent as in an EPCM

contract.

To summarize the discussion at this stage:

* There are few or no Russian engineering groups with full EPCM or

EPC capability servicing the minerals industries.

* Several major Russian resource companies have recognized this sit�

uation by purchasing former design institutes and providing addition�

al financing for upgrading of skills.

* A significant number of major Russian resources are being devel�

oped by corporations which have a financial rather than a mining

background.  It is a challenge for this group to properly manage and

develop grass�roots resources in the absence of integrated engineer�

ing and project management companies operating in Russia.

* A perceived critical challenge in the preservation of existing special�

ized design institutes lies in their very specialization.  There is little evi�

dence that design teams from the institutes become involved in the

subsequent construction phase of a project.  The result is that design

inadequacies tend to be perpetuated in future projects rather than

improved upon.

* The key elements of international design and project management,

(namely:  safety, quality, cost, performance and schedule) were not

necessarily all addressed in an integrated form under the former

Soviet system.  These concepts are still not necessarily being devel�

oped by the aging population of a typical former Design Institute.

* In many cases, the surviving Russian Design Institutes specialize in

single commodities such as gold, iron and steel or selected base met�

als.  Comparable engineering groups in other regions of the world are

equipped to provide a range of mineral products and processes.

* Equipment supply contracts (with or without installation) are

attractive options without necessarily providing adequate control by

the owner of the price or quality of the equipment supply package.

* A growing opportunity in Russia and the surrounding region is for

the provision of consulting services to new mine developers, particu�

larly junior mining companies, to add credibility in the preparation of

engineering packages for project financing.

* Foreign engineers wishing to participate in the development of

Russian resource projects must recognize the rigorous licensing and

permitting requirements of the Russian system and work closely with

local colleagues to integrate traditional and innovative methods of

engineering and project management.

In conclusion:

* Russia is blessed with a rich supply of high grade mineral resources.

* Project execution methods developed during the Soviet era are not

suitable for a free�enterprise culture where project cost and schedule,

together with acceptable profit levels, are a requirement.

* There is a choice of methods available to design, construct and

operate process plants for the financial benefit of private investors in

the Russian resource industries.

* Russia can take heart in the knowledge that there is a wealth of

education and experience within Russia and from other regions to

implement a staged improvement in the design and construction of

mineral treatment plants. 

* This opportunity to introduce new methods of engineering and

project management into a traditional industry with a long history

requires good faith and a desire to succeed by all parties involved.

* Similar problems have been overcome and have resulted in huge

and profitable developments in other major mining and minerals

provinces around the world.

Ian McColl

Senior Consultant, Hatch

Toronto

March 7, 2007
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The international dimension of engineer�

ing education.

Engineering today, with its strong commit�

ment to values and principles such as envi�

ronmental sustainability, cultural diversity,

social equity, justice, and health promotion,

becomes a factor in reframing for the 21st

century not only industries but also cultures,

social systems, education and international

relations in many counties across the world.

McMaster University's Faculty of Engineering

has a successful and rich tradition of achiev�

ing excellence in the internationalization of

engineering research and education including

academic support activities. 

Over the past several years, the international�

ization of university education is among the

major topics in the debates around globaliza�

tion and the future developments and

enhancements of higher education around

the globe. There is a common recognition

among university communities and especially

in industries that a traditional engineering

education still lacks the training that prepares

a young engineer for varied cultural environ�

ments and which allows him to integrate

quickly into a new culture. A growing neces�

sity to understand the "local" through the

interconnection with, and in the contexts of

"global" results in the recognition by many

universities worldwide of the value of inter�

national experiences and support for  inter�

national exchange programs. 

With business and industry becoming

increasingly global in scope, students who

have had work experience in an international

context have valuable skills to offer to

employers, particularly if those employers

have business dealings outside of Canada.

Students with international experience bring

an appreciation of work in a cross�cultural

context and an understanding of different

business and industrial practices.  They also

bring their international contacts to their

employers, offering new opportunities for

business partnerships or the exchange of

information and best practices.

In response to the rapidly changing interests

and needs of Canadian and Russian industri�

al companies, McMaster University's Faculty

of Engineering in 2005 introduced a new

Engineering Study Abroad Program (ESAP).

The program is a summer semester program

specializing in the internationalization of an

engineering university education. The ESAP is

a unique�to�Canada university program. It

gives Canadian and international students an

opportunity to get a valuable cultural experi�

ence in Russia, to visit Russian industrial com�

panies and Universities while allowing them

to take engineering classes during the sum�

mer semester and to earn credits towards

graduation. It is a unique single program that

serves multiple departments. 

Among different aspects of Canada�Russia

industrial co�operation, further ways to

enhance the internationalization of engi�

neering education were discussed in March

during "2007 Canada�Russia Business

Summit". To satisfy the growing needs of

industrial companies participating in Canada�

Russia business co�operation, the Faculty of

Engineering, McMaster University, offers a

new initiative including McMaster

University's Engineering Co�op Program.

Integrated Work and Learning: McMaster's

Engineering Co�op and Career Services

(ECCS).  

McMaster University's Engineering Co�op

program enables the development of strong

relationships between academic and industry

partners as they collaborate in offering stu�

dents opportunities for experiential learning

through Co�op work terms.  Approximately

400 McMaster University Engineering stu�

dents per year are engaged in Co�op work

terms with employers representing all engi�

neering disciplines.

The Co�op experience is clearly beneficial to

students in that it offers "real�life" exposure

to engineering and to business and industry.

For students engaged in international Co�op

experiences, additional benefits include the
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chance to experience engineering in a cross�

cultural context, gain an understanding of

different engineering practices, and offer

international experience to future employers.

Employers also derive significant benefits

from participation in the McMaster's Co�op

program. With respect to international Co�op

experiences, only senior students would par�

ticipate thus bringing a considerable depth of

technical knowledge and maturity to their

employers, and offering a good return on the

employer's investment of time and resources.

As a result, employers would be able to take

advantage of the following:  

" Senior students are virtually junior

engineers, and have sound technical skills as

well as skills in professional communication

and project management, gained through

academic training in McMaster University's

Faculty of Engineering which has an interna�

tional reputation for innovation and excel�

lence

" Students bring to the workplace

their knowledge of Canadian engineering

practices and Canadian industry, their skills,

energy and enthusiasm, along with a strong

desire to develop their professional skills

Hosting an international Co�op student from

McMaster would also bring to that employer

the benefits from the connection to

McMaster and to McMaster's network of

partnerships and contacts.  In addition, host

employers would have the potential to partic�

ipate in other initiatives in partnership with

McMaster.  Such initiatives could include

opportunities for exchange students or pro�

fessionals to attend workshops in Canadian

workplace culture and communications or

training in English�language sector�specific

terminology for Engineers.

Employers can take advantage of the flexible

design of McMaster's Engineering Co�op

program, and host Co�op students for work

terms of 8, 12 or 16 months in duration.

During the work term, employers provide

training and guidance to students to support

the development of their professional skills,

provide evaluation information on student

performance to ECCS, and assistance with

the student's work term report.

Internationally Integrated Co�op

Program (IICP): The Process.

Based on our experiences with international

students, engineering studies abroad, and

McMaster's Co�op program, the IICP is

designed to work as follows.

* Students identify international experience

as an academic or career goal. McMaster

University starts working with these students

starting from the first year through the

Engineering Study Abroad Program. During

the first two years of university these ESAP

students will have the opportunity to take a

summer term in Russia, which would provide

them with the necessary background and

exposure for them to take the next steps in

further developing their knowledge of cul�

ture, language and engineering in Russia.  

* McMaster University would, in partnership

with the interested industrial partner(s),

develop an academic course program which

would reflect the specific features and

requirements of the participating industrial

companies, and which would guide the

potential co�op student's academic plan. 

* McMaster University's Engineering Co�op

and Career Services would provide the

required course for senior students to ready

them for an international work term i.e.,

developing student skills in professional com�

munication, workplace preparation, and so

on. 

* Participating industrial companies and

McMaster University would assist Co�op stu�

dents with papers to get visas, working per�

mits and other necessary papers and permis�

sions.  McMaster University's International

Student Services would assist students in

preparation for international experience,

offering pre�departure briefings on cross�

cultural contexts, international travel, etc.

* Participating industrial companies and

McMaster University would monitor the stu�

dents' progress and performance during the

work term, ensuring that the student meets

the standards expected by the employer, and

that the student receives high�quality

instruction and support for professional

development.

* McMaster University, in partnership with

Canadian and Russian companies, would

organize special programs suitable to Russian

and Canadian students, professionals, and

technical and engineering staff of different

levels to introduce new technologies,

Canadian engineering ethics and technical

English language. 

We believe the use of the McMaster's pro�

gram "chain", Engineering Study Abroad

Program � Internationally Integrated Co�op

Program, is a highly effective way to educate

students and professionals from Canada and

Russia to have all the necessary knowledge

and skills to work efficiently and productive�

ly in the international engineering environ�

ment.  The engineering skills the students

gain through work in the international indus�

trial environment during the Co�op term, and

the knowledge they obtain from their studies

at McMaster University, will be the valuable

components of a solid engineering education

which bridges the gap between the current

requirements of industrial companies and

university programs. 

We are pleased at the prospect of co�opera�

tion with Canadian and Russian industrial

companies that want to have professionals

elevating Canada�Russia business partner�

ships to a new level consistent with the grow�

ing business contacts between the two coun�

tries.

For more information contact:

Dr. K. Kreyman Professor, Faculty of

Engineering Director of Engineering Study

Abroad Program ITB�131, 

McMaster University

1280 Main Street West

Hamilton, Ontario L7S 4L7 (905)525�9140,

ext 27950 kreyman@mcmaster.ca

http://www.eng.mcmaster.ca/esap

L. Stewart

Manager, Engineering Co�op and Career

Services

Faculty of Engineering  

JHE A 214/M,

McMaster University

1280 Main Street West

Hamilton, Ontario L7S 4L7

905�525�9140 ext. 27283

905�524�5022 fax

lstewar@mcmaster.ca

www.eng.mcmaster.ca/eccs
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YYZ Travel American Express reports that it

is in technological step with European and

Russian travel companies, most of which

use Amadeus, according to the Toronto

firm. YYZ Travel AmEx has adapted the sys�

tem in its three offices in Toronto where

Sabre is most widely used.

"By adapting Amadeus, we acquire the abil�

ity to have a completely integrated informa�

tion flow, which means, we are able to

improve service alongside the greater effi�

ciencies that result from a combined use of

2 reservation systems: SABRE and

AMADEUS; travel agents can now book a

total of 48 low�cost carriers in Amadeus,

which is 42% of the low�cost carriers in the

world; this partnership also allows YYZ

Travel clients to book larger number of

hotels and cars; allows to book cruises

around the world online; conveniently book

theatre tickets, tours, excursions and other

fun�options on www.yyz.travel " � says Yury

Manukhov, director of business develop�

ment at YYZ Travel American Express.

There are 4 major Global Distribution

Systems: Amadeus, Galileo, Worldspan and

Sabre.  YYZ travel AmEx agents already use

Russian internal reservation systems: Gabriel

and Sirena for search and comparison pur�

poses. Next system to be installed in August

2007 is Galileo which will allow the company

even more flexibility in terms of fares and

carriers. Thus YYZ Travel AmEx agents have

the ability to find and book any type of trav�

el worldwide. 

The use of adaptive technology and the

capacity for integration are important factors

to the success of travel agencies today. It is

imperative YYZ Travel AmEx is able to take

advantage of every commercial opportunity

in a timely manner, if we are to secure prof�

itable growth. "Good example of that can be

our cooperation with a Russian agency for

obtaining business and tourist letters of invi�

tation to Russia online: the processing time

for our clients' visa applications was consid�

erably reduced," Manukhov adds.

For more info: 

Ekaterina Balabanova 

Marketing Communications Specialist

TEL.: (905) 660�7000 Ext: 355

e�mail: balkatya@yyztravel.com

WEB: www.yyz.travel 
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With the opening of the landmark Fairmont

San Francisco and New York's The Plaza in

1907, one of the world's leading luxury hotel

brands was born.  For over a century,

Fairmont Hotels & Resorts has offered warm

hospitality in unforgettable destinations.

Located throughout 10 countries � Canada,

Continental United States & Hawaii,

Bermuda, Barbados, Kenya, Mexico,

Monaco, Scotland, United Arab Emirates,

and the United Kingdom � Fairmont Hotels &

Resorts has one of the largest collections of

landmark properties in the world. Celebrated

addresses in the Fairmont portfolio include

The Fairmont Banff Springs, The Savoy, A

Fairmont Hotel and Fairmont Le Chateau

Frontenac.

Creating an environment that fosters cher�

ished and lasting memories has been a hall�

mark of the brand and Fairmont hotels and

resorts have been the scene for many memo�

rable moments.  From star�studded visits to

historic happenings, celebrated stories are

the backdrop to the brand's growth.  The

grand collection of fabled castles, secluded

lodges, storied meeting places and modern

retreats have hosted the rich and famous,

kings and queens, Presidents and Prime

Ministers and stars of the stage and screen.

Many of Fairmont's iconic properties have

been integral in the development of cities,

had an impact on the course of history or

even altered the social fabric. In fact, they are

often deemed attractions in and of them�

selves. 

During 2007, Fairmont is proud to mark its

centenary and invites its guests to join the

celebrations with a series of events and pro�

grams, debuting in April.  From "Open Door"

days where guests tour public and private

rooms escorted by local doyennes to a special

1907 Centennial classic tea, travelers can

enjoy the company's rich tradition of hospi�

tality.

In addition to marking the company's storied

history during its centennial year, Fairmont is

also committed to growth. In 2007, Fairmont

will reflag four hotels in Kenya and antici�

pates the re�opening of New York's famed

Plaza Hotel.  The brand will also expand its

presence globally, with a number of exciting

hotel and mixed�use projects over the course

of the next few years in exciting destinations

such as Cairo, Abu Dhabi, and South Africa to

name a few.  

Headquartered in Toronto, Canada, Fairmont

is part of Fairmont Raffles Hotels

International, a company that owns and

operates over 120 hotels worldwide under the

Fairmont, Raffles (www.raffles.com),

Swissotel (www.swissotel.com) and Delta

(www.deltahotels.com) brands as well as

vacation ownership properties managed by

Fairmont Heritage Place (www.fairmonther�

itageplace.com). For more information or

reservations, please call 1�800�441�1414 or

visit www.fairmont.com.

NEW CERBA PARTNER:

FAIRMONT HOTELS & RESORTS
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